O. Introduction
Let P(~)=ZI~I<m c~ ~ be a complex polynomial of degree m in the complex variables ~ = (21 ..... ~d+l), and let Pm(~) = ~l~lffim c~ ~ be its principal part. Let (x 1 ..... =~(x) , the Dirac distribution. The operator P(D) is said to be hyperbolic if it has a fundamental solution E with support in a proper cone K having its vertex at the origin (G&rding [5] ). for some %. Conversely, this condition imphes that P(D) has a fundamental solution with support in some K such that <x, N> >0 on K (G£rding [5] , [4] ).
Xa+l) be real variables, and put D~ =~/i~x k. A distribution E(x) on R ~+1 is said to be a fundamental solution of the differential operator P(D) if P(D) E(x)
When (0.1) holds, we say that P is hyperbolic with respect to N and denote by Hyp N the corresponding class of polynomials.
It follows that Pm is in Hyp N if P is, and that a homogeneous hyperbolic polynomial has only real characteristics. We shall, conversely, consider the problem of characterizing the lower order terms one may add to a homogeneous hyperbolic polynomial without loss of the hyperbolicity. In the case d = 1, this problem has been solved completely by A. Lax [8] . A generalization of A. Lax's condition was given by HSrmander in [6] . His generahzed condition is necessary but not sufficient when d > 1.
A sufficient condition by G&rding [4] for a polynomial P to belong to Hyp N, if its principal part P~ does, is that the roots a of _P(a(rN+i~)) =0 tend to zero, uniformly in ~ e R a+l, when T-+ + ~. G&rding conjectured that this condition would be necessary too. (See footnote, page 50 in G£rding [4] .)
In section 1 of this paper we shall prove G&rding's conjecture. We use a sufficient condition by HSrmander [6] , which can be shown to be equivalent to that of G&rding, namely that P is weaker than Pro, i.e. that for some constant C we have Here, when Q is a polynomial, we put ~(a) = (~la=Q(~)l~) ~, a= (a/a~ ..... a/a~.+,).
s. ~.. sv~sso~, Conditions for the hyperbolicity of polynomials
Our proof consists of essentially two steps. First, by use of the Puiseux series expansion and the Newton algorithm, we prove that if PEHyp N and if r-+~(r) is a real curve, meromorphic in a neighborhood of r =0, then we have P(~(r)) --O(1)/~m(~(r)) when r-+0.
(0.2) Then Seidenberg's lemma enables us to prove that if P is weaker than Pm along any curve ~(r), meromorphic in a neighborhood of r=O in the sense of (0.2), then P is weaker than P~. Several, mutually equivalent, sufficient conditions for hyperbolicity were given by 1KcCarthy and Pederson in [8] . In section 2 we give a brief discussion of these conditions which are, in fact, equivalent to those of G£rding and HSrmander.
In section 3 we consider HSrmander's generalization of A. Lax's condition. Section 4 which was added on November 7th, 1968--consists of an application to hyperbolic systems of the results of section 1.
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The necessity of Gt~rdlng's condition
Our main tool in this section is the Puiseux series expansion of the zeros of polynomials ~0~j~<mcj(r)T t, where the c s are Puiseux series of the real variable r. We shall also make use of the Newton algorithm to compute the first non-vanishing term in such expansions. For an account of these matters we refer to e.g. Friberg [2] . When we use the notation r 11~, where p is a positive integer, we shall always mean the value taken by the branch of the function r-~r 1/~ with 0 ~< arg rU~< 2~/p. By the lower Newton polygon of a polynomial ~.~,a~,~r ~' in T whose coefficients are of the type described above, we shall mean the set of all (~t,/~) for which there is a p' <~u such that (2, #') belongs to the convex hull (in R ~) of {(~t, ju)la~ ~ 40}. functions of r t/~, for some positive integer n, in a neighborhood of rZ/n=0. Since P=EHyp N and is homogeneous, it follows that ~(r), 1 <~i<.m, are real for real r. Let (1.5)
In view of (1.4), the hyperbolicity of P gives that the imaginary parts of the zeros T of Q(T, r) are O(r ~) when r-*0. In order to get a contradiction, we shall study the Newton polygon of Q(r, r). Assume that for some j, 1 ~<j ~<d + 1, we have found Puiseux series 71 (8) .... 7t_1(8), convergent and real for all large real s, such that the system (1.15) has real solutions ~---(71(s), ..., ?j-l(s), ~ ..... ~d+l) for some arbitrarily large s. If j =1, we mean by this that the system (1.15) has real solutions ~ for some arbitrarily large real s. Hence, in view of (1.14), the assumption is correct when j= 1. We study the Puiseux series expansions of the roots ~j of the equations h~.j(rl(s) .... But, since B is a dense subset of R ~+~, it follows by continuity that this inequality is valid for all ~ ~ R ~+~. The proof is complete. That I' implies I is trivial. Assume now that P fulfills condition I. Take 30 so that the least upper bound of the absolute values of the roots a of P(a(vhr+i~)) is <1 for z>3o, ~ER d+l. Then P(i(31V +/~)) =P(i3hr-~) :~0 for 3 >x 0, ~ E R ~+1. Since it is sufficient for hyperbolicity, that the imaginary parts of the characteristics are bounded from above (see e.g. HSrmander [6] ), it follows that P e Hyp hr. The proof is complete.
Remark,. I' and II" are of course also necessary and sufficient conditions for hyperbolicity. where the summation goes over all I = I x with k elements, O </¢ ~< m.
Further necessary and sufficient conditions
Let Pm E Hyp h r be homogeneous of degree m. Denote by h r± the plane perpendicular to h r. We consider for each ~ Ehr ± the polynomials in 3, P~)(3; ~) = (~/Ov)~Pm(~ +zhr). These polynomials have only real roots, in view of the hyperbolicity of Pro. We define in the natural way for each ~Ehr ±, (P~))z~(3; ~) and Lk(P~); 3, ~), O<~k<~m-j.
We shall need the simple fact (McCarthy and Pederson [9] ) that if Q(3) is a complex polynomial of degree m with m real zeros, then we have
]Q(v+ia)[ 2= ~ L~(Q;3)oa~,3ER, aER.
O~k~m This is easily proved, e.g. by induction with respect to the degree ot Q.
We shall also need the following lemma which is due to McCarthy and Pederson [9] . We apply ~+~ to both sides of (2.1) and get
4] Q'('~ + ia)I ~ --Z (L~(Q; ~)" a 2~ + 2]¢ (2k -1) L~(Q; 7) oa~-2).
O~k~m But Q' too has only real zeros, and therefore
I Q'(v + ia)[~ = ~ L~(Q'; 3) o a~.

O~k~m-1
From (2.2) and (2.3) we get 4L~(Q'; 7) = L~(Q; ~)" + (2k + 2) (2k + 1) L~+~(Q; 7). Hence we have We can write
Now it follows immediately from the definition of L~ that
L~(Q; ~)" = 2 ~ " ~ "
((Q,~(~)) + Q~(~)Q,~(~)).
1~ink<<. L~(Q; ~) -<l/k(k-1).
L~-I(Q'; ~:)"~
Pm-k(TN + ~) = l~j<<.~_k + lbkJ(~) (P~-~))~ (v, ~), 7ER, ten ±, 0 < k < m,
where the b~ are bounded/or tEN ±.
III (McCarthy and Pederson [9])
There exists a number C such that IPm~(TN +~)I~<~CZk(Pz; 7, t), 7eR, ~eN ±, O~k<m.
Remark. II and HI are the two main conditions among the several equivalent conditions of McCarthy and Pederson [9] .
Proof We observe that it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.5.7 in tISrmander [6] 
I Pm-k(7N + t)[2 = ]r ]2(m-k)[Pm_k(r-~(~N + ~))]2 <<.ClriU(a-k) Z Lq(Pm;r-17, r-lt)
O~q~m =C ~ [r]2'q-k'Lq(Pm;7,~),TER,~eNZ, r#-O.
] P,~_,(vN + ~) I S <~ CLI(P~-I); 3, .$),
z.
((P~-')j(v;~))L ~eN ±, veR, l<k<m. That I' imphes I is trivial. 
A necessary condition for hyperbolicity
.) Let P E Hyp IV and let Pm be the princiTal part o/P. Then the degree of P('~ + ~) with respect So T/or a/ixed real ~ and indeterminate ~ never exceeds that o/Pm('~+N).
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 1. The conditions of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 are, however, not sufficient for hyperbolicity. We consider once more the polynomial
The principal part is clearly hyperbolic with respect to (1, 0, 0), and has simple characteristics everywhere except for ~ =0 where it has double characteristics. The lower order term is zero when ~ = 0 so the condition of Theorem 2.2 is fulfilled. However, we can see by the example after Theorem 1.1 that the polynomial P is not hyperbolic with respect to (1, 0, 0).
An applieation to hyperbolic systemsX
We consider r xr matrices Q(~)--(qm(~)) where the elements qjk of Q are polynomials in ~ = (~1 .... , ~a+i). We let I denote the r × r unit matrix. The operator Q(D) is hyperbolic ff it has a fundamental solution E with support in a proper cone K, that is, if there is a matrix E = (Era) where the E m are distributions with support in K such that
Q(D) ~ ~e E --0I.
a This section was added to the paper on November 7th, 1968. [14] , Strang [13] ).
Assume that the matrix A of (4.1) is in Hyp, N. In particular this implies that det A is not identically zero, and it follows easily that the principal part of det Q is det A. But then we get immediately from Theorem 1.3 the following theorem. Remark. It is easy to see that if r > 1, the necessary and sufficient condition on B given by Theorem 4.2 is strictly weaker than the sufficient condition used by Kop£Sek and Sueh£ [7] to define a class of first-order hyperbolic systems of the type (4. If we put fl=O and we get which is clearly not bounded.
Example 2. Consider the matrix
The matrix A is clearly hyperbolic with respect to N = ( Because A(t +izN) is homogeneous in and z, the last inequality is equivalent to which is essentially the condition for strong hyperbolicity, derived by Strang in [13] .
A couple of examples will show that it is not necessary for strong hyperbolicity that 
A is clearly hyperbolic with respect to N=(l, O), and we may put m, =1, m,=O, m,=l, n,=l, n,=l, and n,=O. We have mk+ni>O, except for the case k=2, j=3.
We compute A-l(t + iN), and get, with 7 = (El +i --O,)-l,
